
THE 2020 CHALLENGE:  
KEEPING SPIRITS BRIGHT  
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON

The holidays are a time for travel and gatherings of family, friends and coworkers. COVID-19 
has upended that playbook. Financial concerns, limits on gatherings and anxiety about  
in-person socializing are having a profound impact on how Americans celebrate, shop and 
travel for the holidays.

When COVID-19 struck, the effect was felt widely, from lost jobs and pay cuts to shortages 
of cleaning supplies. Shopper behavior continues to reflect these changes, with shoppers, 
retailers and suppliers adapting to a more fragile supply chain and constrained wallets.

To better understand what to expect for the 2020 holiday season, SMARTeam, Advantage 
Sales’ consumer goods insights team, surveyed a representative group of 1,027 adults, each of 
whom typically participates in at least one of the major winter holidays, including Black Friday 
and Cyber Monday. The survey was conducted September 16-22, 2020.

New Strategies to Help Brands and Retailers 
Meet Changing Customer Needs
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Thanksgiving Sees Steepest 
Dropoff in Participation 

Of all holidays, Thanksgiving is projected to 
experience the steepest decline of Americans 
celebrating, with a 29-percentage-point drop  
in planned participation. New Year’s Eve and 
Christmas trail close behind, and Black Friday 
rounds out the top four hardest-hit holiday 
season events. 

Overall, nearly nine in 10 respondents say 
their holiday plans will change as a result of 
the pandemic, and 40% won’t even consider 
traveling. Many expect smaller and/or fewer 
gatherings. It appears that in balancing family, 
friends and health concerns, many are opting to 
celebrate from a safe distance. 

While the holiday landscape has shifted, there 
are still many opportunities for brands and 
retailers to help people find joy and connection. 

won’t travel

will attend smaller 
gatherings

say COVID-19 has impacted 
their holiday plans

will attend fewer 
gatherings

85%
40%

40%

35%

Holiday Plans Are Changing: Fewer Expect to Celebrate
Normally celebrate/ 

participate
Will celebrate/  

participate this year
Point Change

Thanksgiving 88% 59% -29

Black Friday 46% 28% -18

Cyber Monday 48% 39% -9

Christmas 85% 62% -23

Hanukkah 7% 6% -1

Kwanzaa 4% 4% 0

New Year's Eve 77% 50% -27

COVID-19’s Enduring 
Impact
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My family either will get together in a 
much smaller group or not at all. This 
will depend upon the current severity 
of the COVID outbreak, as well as 
everyone’s willingness to produce a 
negative COVID test prior to the  
get-together. Our parents are in their 
early 70s and everyone is very aware  
of the risk to them. If we do not meet in 
person, I imagine we will probably  
do a Zoom gathering, which is pretty 
unappealing.” (Female 25-34) 

“

Shopping, like gathering, will shift even more 
to online this year. Curbside pickup or at-home 
delivery of groceries are likely to see a large 
increase in popularity and digital gifting will be 
a safe and convenient replacement for presents 
under the Christmas tree. 

Front-Loading Shopping
Retailers and brands should be  
prepared for more early shopping and 
a fear of out-of-stocks from shoppers 
who’ve grown used to them during  
the pandemic.

Last year I started shopping for gifts in 
October and decorations in November. 
This year knowing how it has been, I 
have already been buying a little here 
and there all year. I will do all the rest 
online as much as I possibly can, food 
and all.” (Female 25-34) 

“
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Likely buy more digital gift cards 
than physical gifts so I can just send 
them by email as I am not seeing 
many people now.” (Female 45-54) 

“
Finances will play a significant role in the 
holiday landscape this year. Record spikes in 
unemployment have caused financial pain — 
meaning less spending on travel and big-ticket 
gifts, and potentially even fewer side dishes. 

Households that have been financially impacted 
by the pandemic show outsized declines in 
holiday participation. And their outlook is 
generally more negative than the average.

expect to attend a Thanksgiving 
dinner this year, compared to 
57% last year

40%

have less money to spend 
compared to 23% of the total

46%

don’t expect to travel compared 
to 40% of the total

48%

plan to buy cheaper brands 
compared to 21% of the total

30%

of households said their finances are worse 
because of COVID-19. Of this group:38%

More Worry, Dimmer View

expect to host a Thanksgiving 
dinner this year, compared to 
39% last year

28%

expect there to be shortages of 
some grocery item before the 
end of 2020, compared to 52% 
of the total

59%
SOLD 
OUT

expect to host a Christmas 
dinner this year, compared to 
37% last year

26%

plan to reduce their gift-
giving budget compared to 
33% of the total

57%

have experienced long wait 
times for delivery or pickup slots 
compared to 34% of the total

40%
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Holiday Success Strategies 

It will take creative solutions to make sure this 
November and December feel as special as they 
did prior to COVID-19. 

For one, people are tired of their quarantine 
eating habits. With smaller groups comes more 
flexibility, meaning this is an opportunity for 
retailers to promote international foods and recipe 
ideas, swapping out standbys for a creative and 
diverse Thanksgiving dinner.

With increased digital interaction, brands could 
add activity codes to their products to help  
create shared experiences for groups that won’t 
be meeting in person.

Gathering, shopping and gifting will all look 
and feel radically different in the wake of the 
pandemic. But the components of our traditions 
— and the brands and outlets that make them 
possible — can go a long way in meeting — or 
exceeding — consumer expectations.
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A Thanksgiving Dinner Snapshot
plan to host a Thanksgiving 
event this year; 37% hosted 
last year.

plan to attend a 
Thanksgiving dinner this 
year (not including hosts); 
59% attended last year

Of those who hosted last year 
and still plan to host: 
 •  9% plan to host  

more dinners
 • 63% about the same 
 •  28% plan to host  

fewer meals

35% of hosts expect fewer 
people to attend their event 
this year, but 10% expect more

33% of hosts expect to do 
more cleaning prior to hosting 
than they did last year

Of those who attended last 
year and still plan to attend: 
 •  7% plan to attend  

more dinners
 • 63% about the same
 •  30% plan to attend  

fewer meals

42% of attendees expect 
there to be fewer people 
at the event than last year, 
but 6% expect there to be 
more people

29% 44%

THE GATHERING
Holiday plans are changing, so the nature of our 
celebrations will no doubt change too. We’re 
anticipating smaller, more intimate gatherings and 
for them to occur in greater numbers.

The data backs this up: A majority of those who 
celebrated Thanksgiving last year expect to attend 
the same number of dinners this year. But many 
(roughly two in five attendees and three in 10 hosts) 
think there will be fewer people at these dinners. In 
2019, one Thanksgiving party might have had 20 
guests; in 2020, those same 20 guests might be 
dispersed at four separate dinner tables.

Christmas is looking similar. More than eight out 
of 10 (85%) normally celebrate Christmas, but 
COVID-19 has seriously dampened their holiday 
enthusiasm. Fewer people plan to celebrate, with 
the steepest drop among those 55 and older.
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Christmas Participation Drops, Especially Among  
Those 55+
Of those who usually celebrate Christmas: Respondents plan to reduce the number 

of events and limit attendance:of 18- to 34-year-olds plan 
to celebrate this year75% plan to host a Christmas dinner this 

year, compared to 35% last year
 •  38% expect to host  

fewer dinners
 •  33% expect fewer people to 

attend the dinners

27%
of 35- to 54-year-olds 
plan to celebrate this year76%

plan to attend a Christmas dinner 
this year, compared to 58% last year
 •  42% expect to attend  

fewer dinners
 •  41% expect fewer people  

to attend the dinners

46%

of those age 55 and over 
plan to celebrate this year54%

Growing Market for Personal-Sized 
Meals, Sides and Desserts 

This change in gathering signals the need for 
brands to adjust to people buying smaller-sized 
holiday dishes. Singles and small families may 
not be attending big holiday events, but they 
will still want to enjoy a range of traditional 
and nontraditional foods. Prepared meal kits, 
smaller turkey and ham meals, and personal-size 
pies and desserts should be in high demand 
throughout the season. 

To make good use of leftovers (and ensure extra 
food isn’t seen as wasteful), brands might want to 
suggest leftover-friendly recipes on  
their packaging.
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said they make items from 
scratch, and of these  
scratch cookers:
 •  32% plan to make more 

items from scratch

said they use new recipes each 
year, and of these home chefs
 •  32% plan to use more  

new recipes

said they buy meal solutions
 •  21% plan to buy more  

meal solutions

said they order prepared meals
 •  25% plan to order more 

prepared meals

said they eat at restaurants
 •  But 62% plan to eat less at 

restaurants compared to  
last year

89%

87%

59%

61%

74%

More Adventurous Meals 
and Scratch Cooking
When asked how their holiday food 
preparation will change this year 
compared to last year:

The food on the holiday table this year will 
be more varied. Almost all holiday chefs 
(nine in 10) tend to use at least one new 
recipe per year, and of this group, about 
one third of them plan to use more new 
recipes. They’re also looking to make 
more items from scratch and are hoping to 
try more meal solutions from their grocery 
store. In short, hosts are mixing things up.

Beyond Comfort Food:  
A Hunger for Variety 

Quarantine has engendered fatigue for our 
normal foods. More than six in 10 people 
report they are tired of cooking at home and 
approximately four in five say they crave new 
food types.* Staple sides — mashed potatoes, 
corn, mac and cheese, etc. — might look 
too similar to the average weeknight dinner 
throughout quarantine.

*  Why Investing in Innovation Is More Important than  
Ever Post-Quarantine, Datassential, Fall 2020

My holidays will not change that much. 
Last year just my mom and I did dinner 
together and we will do that again 
this year. I will order food for curbside 
pickup, which I did not do last year 
(last year I shopped in-store) and make 
food at home like normal. I will get stuff 
for the pantry and freezer, too. I plan 
to decorate a lot in the house and the 
yard and make the most of the holiday 
so it’s still festive and fun. We will have 
a dinner together, and I think she’ll 
speak to other relatives by email and 
video calls.” (Female 35-44) 

“
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We still plan to preorder a cooked 
meal (hopefully this is still an option in 
our area). Sadly, we will order less as 
my elderly dad will probably not get to 
visit with us this year due to COVID-19. 
If that holds true, we may plan a virtual 
dinner, which would include my sister 
and her family and possibly extended 
family.” (Female 45-54)

“

Meal Kits Bring New Flavors  

This holiday season, retailers and brands should 
focus on offering creative new meal kits that 
encourage shoppers to try new food types and 
products, while keeping the prep and cleanup 
easy. With smaller gatherings, chefs might be 
opting for personal international favorites instead 
of standbys — for instance, pad Thai over sweet 
potatoes. International food options could be a 
major opportunity area in the coming months 

It’s also important for retailers to recognize that 
not all shoppers experienced financial hardship. 
This group might choose a new recipe for a 
premium side dish rather than buying five boxes 
of stuffing to satisfy a large gathering. They’ll 
spend the same or more than in previous years 
— just on a different mix. This is an opportunity 
for brands and retailers to capture trade-ups.

Compared to 2019:

One-third of hosts are going to 
need extra cleaning supplies to 
manage safety concerns. Retailers 
need to ensure these items are in 
stock and easy to find. Regardless 
of whether they typically carry 
a large inventory of cleaning 
supplies, retailers can benefit 
from being a one-stop-shop for 
all shoppers’ needs. Retailers 
should consider placing displays 
or endcaps of cleaning products 
along with their other promotions 
or they might offer “Buy 1, Get 
1” deals with other holiday-
related items (e.g., “With extra 
cooking comes extra cleanup, so 
remember to pick up your paper 
towels with your biscuits.”).

Significant Uptick  
in Cleaning

33%

34%

32%

cleaning more before 
hosting Thanksgiving

cleaning more before  
hosting Christmas

cleaning more after  
the holidays
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THE SHOPPING
More people are embracing online shopping 
this year. Whether that means curbside pickup 
or home delivery, retailers should be prepared 
to offer fast, on-time service. Click-and-collect 
shoppers cited long waits as the No. 1 issue for 
curbside pickup (outside of out-of-stocks). Home 
delivery appears to be another pain point, with 
40% of online buyers experiencing late deliveries.

Retailers should take a close look at what’s 
working — and what’s not — when it comes 
to pickup and delivery. To ensure they meet 
customers’ expectations for on-time service, 
retailers can increase available time slots or 
expand windows for delivery and in-store pickup. 
People will be even less accepting of lengthy 
waits as the holidays draw near.

Online Food Shopping 
Soars, but In-Store 
Shopping Still #1 Choice 

Shopping for  
Non-Food Items Gains 
Ground Online

35% 42%

26% 32%
4% 4%

34% 22%

plan to order more of their 
food groceries online 
compared to last year

the same amount

less online

don’t buy food  
groceries online

plan to order more of their 
non-food groceries online 
compared to last year

the same amount

less online

don’t buy non-food  
groceries online
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Stock Early and Often to Cut Down 
on Out-of-Stocks 

Shoppers are also wary of out-of-stocks, a 
hangover from the early days of COVID-19. As a 
result, shoppers may preorder holiday groceries 
earlier than last year so being fully stocked at all 
times is essential. 

Retailers can be prepared with alternatives. For 
example, 26% of Thanksgiving shoppers expect 
meat to be in short supply, and 6% identify  
turkey specifically. 

Retailers can offer different proteins, such as lamb, 
seafood, pork or vegetarian options. In-store or 
online recipes and information about how to build 
a full meal around those options can make it seem 
like an opportunity, not a second choice.  

Retailers should also be prepared for last-minute 
shoppers. Four out of 10 shoppers said they’d visit 
a store to buy these items. Just 7% said they’d 
make do with what they had at home.  

Retailers can also help shoppers by creating 
checklists for holiday meals and featuring front-of-
store displays of easy-to-forget items. 

To capture more customer dollars, retailers and 
brands can spread marketing and promotion efforts 
more evenly throughout the holiday season and 
consider a mix of digital and in-store initiatives. 

I will definitely buy products days in 
advance because I know how people 
will act during the holidays and will 
probably buy things ahead of time as 
well and in big portions.” (Female 18-24) 

“

milk
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I will do the majority of my shopping 
online as compared to previous 
years, when the only online shopping 
I did was if I could not find the items 
I wanted in physical stores. I might 
attend more virtual dinners in lieu of 
traveling across the country to be with 
family and friends in person.” 
(Female 18-24)

“

Where People Shop Reflects  
Holiday Trends  

Where people shop this year is also undergoing 
a shift, with online taking an unequal bite. For 
Thanksgiving, physical shopping locations, 
particularly grocery stores and mass 
merchandisers, are seeing fewer shoppers. Dollar 
stores and club stores are also seeing declines. 
Club stores in particular appear be taking a hit 
in line with holiday trends such as less travel 
and smaller gatherings. This may be the result 
of fewer people seeking appetizers and entrees 
that can feed a large group.

Big Drops Across Physical Shopping Locations for Thanksgiving*
Shopping Location Last Year This Year Point Change

Grocery store 85% 52% -33

Mass merchandiser (Walmart, Target, etc.) 54% 33% -21

Club store 25% 15% -10

Dollar store 13% 7% -6

Online, with home delivery 12% 18% 6

Online, with in-store pickup 5% 12% 7

* Percent of respondents who will shop for Thanksgiving food and supplies in-store and/or online
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Job Losses and Strained Budgets   

Nearly four in 10 households said their finances are 
worse because of COVID-19. Of this group, 30% plan 
to buy cheaper brands, compared to 21% of total 
respondents. This offers an opportunity to attract 
new customers to less expensive brands and elevate 
value shopping. Stocking groceries and household 
items at every price point will ensure that shopping 
feels pleasurable and not like deprivation. 

For Christmas, physical locations will see 
less of a drop-off although online shopping 
continues to grow. Most people still plan to do 
their Christmas food and supplies shopping in a 
brick-and-mortar store, but will supplement with 
online ordering to reduce contact with crowds. 
Comparing Thanksgiving and Christmas, there 
is more of a physical drop-off in store shopping 
for Thanksgiving, possibly because some see 
Thanksgiving as more of an “optional” holiday.

Don’t Count Out Brick-and-Mortar for Christmas Food and Supplies*
Shopping Location Last Year This Year Point Change

Grocery store 84% 77% -7

Mass merchandiser (Walmart, Target, etc.) 57% 53% -4

Club store 24% 19% -5

Dollar store 11% 13% 2

Online, with home delivery 12% 25% 13

Online, with in-store pickup 5% 14% 9

* Percent of respondents who will shop for Christmas food and supplies in-store and/or online
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I have less money this year and so I’m 
more stressed because I’m worried 
about how I’m going to be able afford 
this. I’m a single parent of twins and 
am raising them on my own. Money is 
extremely tight.”  (Female 55-64)

“

We will have a smaller family dinner 
gathering with just my immediate 
family versus extended family as we 
usually do, due to COVID. I also will be 
shopping less than last year due to a 
decrease in finances due to COVID, as 
well as refraining from being in large 
crowds as much as possible. We will 
prepare our dinner at home instead 
of ordering out.” (Female 35-44)

“
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This holiday gifting season, look for big changes 
in shopping traditions. For the first time, Black 
Friday may fall short as the most lucrative 
shopping day of the year. Just 28% of people 
plan to participate in Black Friday, down 18 points 
from last year. Participation in Cyber Monday is 
also expected to fall, although less dramatically. 
This year, 39% plan to look for those online deals, 
compared to 48% in 2019. 

Not every online retailer will see a decline, 
however. When it comes to holiday shopping 
events, big retailers are expected to outpace the 
competition and defy the larger trends.

Online Wins and Big Retailers Win Big* 

Walmart.com Target.com

(up 13 points) on  
Cyber Monday 202052%**

(up 12 points) on  
Cyber Monday 202042%**

(up 19 points 
since 2019) on 
Black Friday 2020

58%* (up 20 points) on  
Black Friday 202052%*

THE GIFTING

Take Advantage of a Less 
Concentrated Shopping Season   

With more people shopping throughout the 
holiday season — and not focused on just two or 
three big days — retailers have the opportunity 
to run more sales and promotions. They can 
get ahead of shoppers who are starting early, 
many of whom are wary they will encounter the 
same out-of-stocks and low inventory that were 
common during the earlier days of the pandemic. 
Both brick-and-mortar and online sites can take 
advantage of the longer shopping season.  

Percent of Black Friday shoppers 
Percent of Cyber Monday shoppers

* 
**
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While COVID-19 has pummeled the finances 
of many people and families, not everyone is 
reducing their gift budget. In fact, more than half 
of all gift-givers anticipate spending the same 
as last year. For households whose finances 
improved because of COVID-19, 36% plan to 
spend more this year.

Last year I started shopping for 
gifts in October and decorations in 
November. This year knowing how it 
has been, I have already been buying 
a little here and there all year. I will do 
all the rest online as much as I possibly 
can, food and all.” (Female 25-34)

“

Among all gift-givers: 

Almost half of respondents plan 
to spend between $100 and $499 
on gifts but budgets vary. With the 
desire to give as strong as ever, 
retailers should stock gifts across 
price points. If the price is right, 
people are prepared to buy. 

A Mixed Bag of  
Gift Budgets 

56%

33%

anticipate the same 
gift-giving budget as 
last year

have a smaller budget

From Low Cost to Luxurious

$0-$49: 6%
$50-$99: 13%
$100-$499: 46%
$500-$999: 23%
$1,000+ 11%

Planned budget:
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The current climate will influence how shoppers 
spend those dollars. They are increasingly going 
online, drawn to the convenience and the desire to 
protect their health and the health of their families. 

Online Traffic and Sales Expected to Rise

Health and Thrift Drive Gifting Choices* 

plan to shop for gifts at 
fewer physical stores

plan to buy healthier 
or safer gifts

plan to buy  
cheaper brands

plan to make more 
homemade gifts

plan to shop for gifts at 
more online stores

Average in-store purchase decline: 
20-point drop

Average online purchase increase:  
15-point rise 

55%

22%
21%

12%

52%

COVID-19 and Safety Impact  
Choice of Gifts     

Critical to success this season is finding the right 
gifts to stock. More than half of people (51%) say 
that COVID-19 will have an impact on the types 
of gifts they give. Many suggested they would 
buy more gift cards and avoid giving experiential 
gifts, which could be perceived as less safe. Still 
others will be looking to stretch their dollars — and 
provide activities for people spending more time 
at home — with gifts for the whole family rather 
than each individual.  

* Of those who say COVID-19 will impact the types of gifts they give



As far as shopping goes, I intend to do 
more shopping online and will most 
likely purchase gift cards to send out 
to people. It’s a safer choice of gift 
because it can be used online as well. 
There are some items I will purchase 
in-store, like clothing, but I’m going 
to limit the amount of physical stores 
that I shop in.”  (Female 25-34)

My holiday season will be a lot 
different due to the fact I am the only 
person working now. We will attend 
dinners and won’t be able to bring 
anything like we usually do. My  
gift-giving may not even happen this 
year, not even for my own children.” 
(Female 25-34)

“

“

A Look Back, A Look Ahead
While COVID-19 has impacted how people will celebrate the holidays this year, most people 
still plan to create an experience for themselves and their loved ones — even if it’s different 
than in the past. How we gather, travel, shop, cook and gift will all change. Savvy brands and 
retailers, however, can find new ways to bring the holiday spirit to Americans who are, more 
than ever, craving connection.

Source: Advantage Sales SMARTeam survey of 1,027 adults who celebrate one of the major winter holidays, September 2020
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